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Board of Supervisors to Take First Steps to Build 
Fiscal Year 2008 Budget 

 

SAN JOSE, CALIF.—On Tuesday, September 12, the County of Santa Clara Board of 

Supervisors will consider reduction targets proposed by County Executive Pete Kutras, to 

address the projected $201.6 million General Fund deficit for fiscal year 2007-2008, which 

begins in July 2007.  This discussion will kick off the County’s formal budget planning for 

the coming year. 

 

“There is no rich uncle, no panacea, no bailout from Sacramento,” Kutras told key 

department heads while previewing the proposals.  “No one is coming to save us.” 

 

The components of the fiscal year 2008 deficit solution proposed by Kutras are: 

 

 Reducing departmental spending by $155.6 million; 

 Lowering the General Fund grant to Santa Clara Valley Medical Center by using  
$31.5 million of Valley Medical Center’s reserves each year; 

 
 Applying  $11.9 million in one-time funds to cover half the ongoing normal cost 

of retiree health insurance; and 
 

 Using $2.6 million from the new Detention Facility revenues  - (state funding 
which partially replaces booking fees which will no longer be charged to cities 
after July 1, 2007) - to offset the need for reductions in the Department of 
Correction.  
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Since fiscal year 2003, following the downturn of the economy, the County has had to 

address an ongoing structural deficit, resulting in shortfalls totaling $802.6 million. A 

structural budget deficit means that the current methods used to finance county government 

are inadequate to cover the cost to maintain the current level of services.  When the local 

economy is strong, the county reaps the benefit of more state and federal tax revenue to 

support programs and services. When the economy is weak, the demand for county safety net 

services is greater – at the same time that revenue to cover those costs shrinks. 

 

“All of the obvious reductions have been made,” said Kutras.  “Now we have to reduce 

the workforce and cut services.” 

 

In prior years, efforts were made to avoid cutting services and to minimize employee 

layoffs.  In 2004, a total of 845 positions, of which 290 are filled, were cut from the 

budget.  In 2005, another 550 positions were eliminated.  Some of the other strategies 

used to stave off wholesale program cuts in that year were: identifying core services, 

considering span of control in reductions, deferring a portion of the Public Employees 

Retirement System payment, offering early retirement incentives, negotiating zero or 

minimal wage increases with labor groups, consolidating County agencies, and working 

collaboratively with community organizations to provide services as appropriate.  

 

After five years of deficits, the County will be facing serious decisions about what 

services it can afford to fund in fiscal year 2008.   
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